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FACTORS A?ECTING AVERAGE VE IT AND 
V.EIGHT VRIATION 03 COMPRESSED TBLS 

INTRODUC TI ON 

Definition and Origin 

Tablets, the most widely used oral dosage form to- 

day, are a progressive dove1opnt froì two older 

dosage rorms, powders and pills. Tablets arc aasses of 

solid medicinal sbtances eoipressod into various 

shapes. The nocori1 ora of tablets str ts fron the date 

of invention of the tablet machine by 4illiain Brockedon 

Oi England in l8L3 (Li.., . lOs). The evoliton of the 

niachine fron that date iìas passed through the 

various stages of iechanical dovolopraent to present 

automatic machines capable o producing tablets at the 

rate of 1000 to 1OO per minute (6, p. L75). 

The term t'cornpressed tablet&' was originated by 

John Wyeth and brother in tLe inited States in 1377 (11, 

p. 82). CompresEed tablets consist of a mixture of 

powdered ingredient s formed into small or large gran- 

ules, which are then compressed mechiiclly into a de- 

sired shape or sie. 



Popularity 

The tremendous use tablets as a dosage form 

for solid medicanents was evident in the early 1890's, 

when tablets were used for all diseases. The first 

official recognition of tablets was noted in U.S.?. 

Ix in 1860. Only one monograph on poison tablets of 

corrosive mercurio chloride was mentioned. U.S.?. 

XVI (1960) contains monographs of 139 different tab- 

lets. A survey conducted in 197 among all of the 

pharmaceutical dosage forms used in the United States 

indicated that 6.28% of the dosage forms were for solid 

medIcations (10, p. L1.9). Of these 8olid medications, 

tablets accounted for 6!.9%. 

Advantages and Disadvtages 

The accuracy of dosage, ease in administration, 

convenience in handling, and ease in shipping and 

packaging are important factors for the increased use 

of tablets (lL, p. 371). Because of the accuracy of 

dosage of the tablet, the trend in Increased use of 
potent drugs has also increased the importance of tab- 

lets in industry as well as dispensing. In contrast 

to these major advantages, tablets have minor disad- 

vanta8es. The manufacture of tablets is mostly 
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restricted to solid niedicainents. Tablets o.L larL;e size 

also have often been £ond diffiolt to administer by 

mouth. 

Ingredients and Purpose 

Making the tablet is not just a matter of corn- 

pressing. the powdered, crystalline or granular material 

into shape. Most drus cannot be formed into a satis- 

factory tablet without preliminary treatment regardless 

or amount of pressure used during compression. Usually 

a formula must be devised which includes not only the 

active inLredient or ingredients but also a number of 

excipients, each selected to play a specific part in 

the manuracture and efficacy of the tablet. The ex- 

cipielAts fulfill one or nore aL the followin rnctions: 

dilution, cohesion, granulation, disintegration, lubri- 

cation, absorption, coloring and flavoring (4, p. lO6; 

il, p. 82). 

The diluent is a very important tablet excipient. 

Ir a single dose of the active 1n,redient incorporated 

into a tablet is too small in volume to permit the tab- 

let to be compressed in the machine, an inert substance 

sucì as lactose, storose, starch, or kaolin is added to 

the formula to bring the tablet up to a convenient size 

and weight. 
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The cohesive is added to bind the povders together 
as grarnües and the gran1es together as tablets of de- 

sired hardness and size. Typical examples are gum 

acacia, gelatin and iuethylcollu].ose. 
The granulating agent is a liquid such as water or 

alcohol used to moisten the dry powders for conversion 

into granules. orrnation of granules promotes smooth 

and uniorm flow into the die. The granulating agent 

orten contains the cohesive. 

The function of the disintegratin. agent ïs to 

cause the tablet to break apart. Starch is the best 

and most used disintegrating agent. 

Granules are compressed between the punch faces 

and the inside of the die. It is therefore necessary 
to introduce a lubricant to prevent adherence of the 

powder to the punches and die and to insure smooth 

ejection of the tablet from the dio. Commonly used 

lubricants are talc, mag nesium stearate and liquid 

petrolatura. 

¿n absorbent is necessary when oils, tinctures, 
or fluid extracts are included in the formula for corn- 
pressing the tablet. Certain diluents such as lactose 

arid starch can act as absorbents. 

The use of color is necessary when tablets of a 



desired shade are required. 1oreover, the use of color 

in tablets is often used as a means of identification. 

br psychological effect, certain drugs are available 

in different colored tablets. 

hen the dr used for the tablets is bitter or 

unpleasant in taste, flavors and essential oils niay be 

added to produce a certain decree of palatability. 

!ethods of Manufacture 

Compressed tablets are commonly prepared by three 

methods: direct compression, "sl gin" or double 

compression, and wet granulation. 

Direct compression consists of compressing cry- 

stalline granular substances directly to form a tablet. 

Only a few materials do not need preliminary treatment 

prior to the compression of the tablet. Examples in- 

elude sucn materials as sodiui and ammonium chloride, 

some iodides and bromides, raethenamine and potassium 

permanganate. These substa ices are normally cohesive 

enough to bind under pressure and form satisfactory 

tablets. 
Granulation b "slugging", known as dry granu- 

lation, consists of compressing the iixed powders into 

oversized tablets or "slugs". These are broken and 



passed throh a screen or s4table nesì'. and subsequeti 
recoxnpressed into tablets. 

Wet granulation is the :îost ooxninonly used process 

Lor the preparation or tablet grant.dations. Grant- 

lation is a process ror convertin materials to amall 

granules, which now freely arid niforrnly into tue die 

for compression. It results in the reduction of speci- 
rie surface area with an increase in density. et grana- 

lation consists of moistening the powder with a liquid 
or solution to produce a niolst nass. The iass is then 

passed through a screen oí proper :neah and the re- 
s.1lting granules aro dried. Adents rrequently used are 

aqueous solutions of sugar, gelatLi, ¿uns, dextrin, 
starch, aid water, alcohol, glycerin, etc. Miller and 

Chavkiri have reported the use of polyethylene )lycol 
as a dry binding aget in tablet coiprossion (16, p. L.O6). 

Lactor8 Affecting Average eight and ieight Variation 

Accuracy of dosage is an important requirement for 
the production of good tablets. This can be achieved by 

insuring proper and ooniplete mixing of the components 

and maintaining a uniori weight of the compressed tab- 
lets. Producing a tablet of accurate and uniform weight 

necessitates the delivery of a constant volu.ne of granu- 
lation into the die. 
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For the evaluation of average weibt a.id wetlit 

T1jatO of coiipressed tb1ets, all Lactors affectinr 

average weicht and wei'ht variation should be st.died 
together. The factors influonci the average weiit 
and weiht variation of compressed tablets include :er- 
cetao conpoition o fines with granules, particle 
SiZe of grailes, phrsical and microrneritical proper- 

ties of inredients, d!aueter of punch and dopth of die 

cavity, characteristics of particulates, arid other fac- 
tors as eonetr, of tue hopper, sped f conpresion, 
and irreularity in pressure. 

iines and Lubricants 

;.:ìy factor which influences the flow will influence 

the averae weiht and wei12t variatioi of the coni- 

pressed tablets. 1ovenent o the ranlation inside the 

die is largely influenced by the lubricant during corn- 

pression, while Liow outside the die is largely in- 
fluenced 'yr the aiiiount 0$ fuies with raxules and Gran- 

tle size (7, p. 17) . he lubricait plays the role for 
srnoother operation and ood appearance of the tablet. 
rjl10 distritioxi of particle size plays a role for 
unif orn volumetric feedin» of the die and thereby uni- 

forni weight of the tablet (Li., p. lO6; , p. L.66). It 



has been fornd that the presence or a sna11 amount of 

Lines inproves the flow rates of dry particL1ates. 

Sohwartzkoff (7, p. +7) has SìOWfl that from O to ß per 
cent fLnes will 1ve optiraixa flow rates, dependin upon 

the ratio of ot1et-dîaneter to particle diaicter. The 

ue of a for increasing the flow rate has 

been reported (20, p. 263). llammerness arid Thonipon 

have statec. that fines have a measurable and uniform 

errect upon the flow of tablet granüations (8, p. 61). 

They have alzo stcted that the addition of fnes i- 

creasod the rate of flow to ¿m optimum level, after 

which the rate began to decrease. In studying the 

effect of 1ubricaits and fines, Hainierrxess and Thoiupson 

concluded that 1bricant and fines had syrieristic 

actions on rato of flow. The role 1ayed by a small 

perceritae of Lines which have been fomd to ixiiprove 

the flow of partiolates maj be t±iat of £illin in the 

sw.face impressions oil the largor partioulates (7, 

p. Lj8). L'1:ey. also decrease the void fraction by oin 
in between those gr.i1es ii the die, thereby decreasinG 

the wei t variation. lt is therefore necessary to 
study the effect of different peroentaos of fines with 

&ranules to determine the weiìt variation of the 

tablets. 
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Particle Size of Granules 

The uniform and free f lowing properties of granules 

have been discussed by many researchers. The major fac- 

tors which affect the flow rate of ¿ranules are particle 

size, particle size distribution, particle shape, den- 

sity of the particles and surface ciiaracterisics of the 

granulation (1, p. 

A study of tue average weight and weight variation 

of compressed tablets related to particle size has been 

reported by Arambulo and Deardorff (2, p. 691; 3, p. 69L). 

They concluded that the decrease or increase in the 

average weight and weight variation of tablets is re- 

lated to the particle size used. 

Solid particulates exhibit certain angular pro- 

perties which have been found to be related to the 

manner in which they flow (7, p. L5). The three most 

important angular properties appear to be (1) the angle 

of internal friction, (2) tbe angle of repose, and (3) 

the angle oi wall friction. Of these properties, the 

angle of repose is the most commonly measured and re- 

ported angular property. The frictional forces in a 

loose powder can be measured by the angle of repose. 

This is the maximum angle possible between the surface 

of pile of powder and the horizontal plane (13, p. 92). 
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iiiio elson has studied he reoo a ' le o. suLathia- 

zole raxit.ûatioi as a £uwtioa o.L the avorae partïele 
size, the prese.1ce of lubricaa;, and the adiixture of 

finos (17, p. ¿437j. In eieral, the reposo angle in- 

creased with decrease in particle sizO. he also con- 

cltdod thai; addition of fines to coarse granlations 
caused a striking Increase in the repose anglo. 

The correlation between punch size and granule 

size (with no indication about the fines) has been sug- 

gested by several investigators (19, p. 19; lL, p. 330). 

It should be emphasized that no original research has 

been reported to support tnese views. 

Physical and Micromeritical Prqporties 

Physical and niicroiieritioa1 characteristics of 

particulates will influence the average weight and 

weit variation of the compressed tablets. Density, 

stickiness, and dustibility of the granulation are im- 

portant factors. Hasegawa of Japan has studied the 

effect of various tablet fouulations on the wei;Iit 

variation of the compressed tablets (9, p. 16). 11e 

found that no significant differences wore recognized 

among the three tablet formulations used in this study. 
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Diarieter o Punch and th of Die Cavity 

Increase in punch size will increase the weiht 
o.: the tablets. Thus, increase in wei:ht of the tab- 

lets will 1tiratolr lead to a ntuierica1 increase, but 

a percentage decrease, oC weihxt variation of compressed 

tablets. similar resits can he obtained by increasiuL: 

the depth of the die cavity also. Ii a study of these 

two factors, hIasejawa (9, p. 21) found that a decrease 

of the diameter of the punch increased the percentage 

weight variation of tablets quadratically. 

Types of iachines 

There are two main types of tab1etin machLnes used 

at the present tine, the single punch and the rotary 

machines (6, p. !72). The single punch machine, as the 

name implies, contains only one station and has the 

capacity to produce fron O to 100 tablets per minute 

(6, p. L1..72). The rotary machine is equipped with from 

15 to 33 stations havin the capacity to produce from 

200 to lOO tablets per minute (6, p. L72). Both the 

rotar' amd the single punch machines are used in indus- 

try and are capable of producing most of the standard 

size pharnaceutical tablets. 
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The principle of the two types of machines is 

similar. The granulation flows from the hopper iito 

the feed shoe, then into the die where it is compressed 

between two punches to form the finished tablet. 

n sinGle punch machine is excellent for expon- 

mental work as it is possible to operate with a small 

a.nount of material. The main disadvantage of the single 

punch machine, as compared with a rotary tipe, is 

li:nited production. A rotary machine, in addition to 
Greater production, is designed for noother and quieter 

operation. A rotary machine compresses the tablet by a 

squeezing action from both sides. This type of corn- 

pression and ejection is smoother than a single punch, 

where compression is nade rapidly by a hammer-like blow 

of the upper punch. 

In the rotary type, the granules are fed onto a 

moving plato with a device to scrape off the ovarfilled 
die which helps in uniform die fill. Some substances 

which do not flow easily into the die of a single punch 

type have been easily handled by the dies of the rotary 

type (6, p. 
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Other 'aotors 

aetors such as surrace characteristics of granules, 

1ar(e variation iii pressure, speed of conipression, and 

geometry or hopper can influence the wei)ìt and weicht 

variation of tablets. ffect of speed. o conpression on 

weight variations of a tablet has been evaluated by 

Hasegawa (9, p. 21). Hasegawa did not rind any sini- 
ficant difference .or tìe two diifereiit speeds WhiCh he 

selected. txy sur.ace phenomenon which would promote 

diificulty in one particle lîdin past another, as s-kr- 

face roughness or conesiveness, would promote variable 

voidage. Thus, degree of surface roughness is an ini- 

portant consideration 4.or flow property of dr solid 

particulates and thereby for weight variation of corn- 

pressed tablets. 

Experiniental Design 

Weight variation of compressed tablets is an indi- 
cation of the accuracy and unifornity of dosage. 0er- 

tain of the factors affecting weight variation and 

average weight wore selected for comparative study while 

other factors were kept constant in the study. 

The effects of tno tablet base, punch size, per- 

centage of fines and granule size on tablet weight 
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variation were evaluated. The evaluation consisted of 

accurately weighing each tablet in the order produced 

and analyzing the data statistically. 

Lactose and sodiun bicarbonate were selected for 

evaluation as tablet bases. i?or each base, three stanì- 

dard concave punch sizes were used: 3/3 inch, L/3 inch 

and /8 inch. i'or each base and punch size, three 

fractions of granule sizes were prepared: 10-20 mesh, 

20-30 mesh, and 3O-iO mesh. or each tablet base, punch 

size and granule fraction, five percentages of fines were 

incorporated: 1%, 10%, 2OZ, 30% and LO%. 

The overall plan for evaluation of these factors is 
shown in .iguro I. Other factors affectiri weight vari- 

ation were controlled within the limits of experimental 

error. 



LACTOSE 

BASE 

SODIUM BICARBONATE 

3/8" 4/8" 5/8" 

GRANULE FRACTION 

10-20 20-30 30-40 
2000-840 microns 840-590 microns 590-420 microns 

FINES 

17. 107. 207, 307, 407, 

Figure 1. 
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P1RI1.NTAL 

il1 drugs and chemicals used iii this st.&dy were 

UP or ì& quality (1, p. l-31; 21, p. i-iiLB). 11 

sieves and mesh numbers conorned to the U..P. equiva- 

lent series (21, P. 932). 

Tablet Base 

Two bases used or this stu were prepared as 

follows: 

Base A: Sodiwu bicarbonate . . . . . . . . 100 Gm. 

Corn starch. . . . . . . . . . . . 10 Gm. 

Base B: Lactose. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 Gm. 

Corn starch. . . . . . . . . . . . 10 km. 

Each base was mixed thorouhly and passed throudh 

#Li.0 mesh sieve to break up lumps. 

Cranula tion 

et granulation process was used throu, ;hout the 

stu&y. In both bases 10% gum acacia solution, prepared 

as below, was used as L;ranulatin ana cohesive agent. 

Gu.n a cao i a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 Uni. 

Viatertomake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100Gm. 

Jaci tablet base was moistened with measured and 

necessary amount of gum acacia solution, until the whole 
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mass became damp and could be broken into lumps. The 

whole mass was then passed throuh #6 mesh sieve onto 

trays and trays were placed in drier for 2L. hours at 

L5° C. 

The dry granules were then passed through #10 iriesh 

sieve, #20 mesh sieve, 3O mesh sieve and Ji0 mesh sieve 

by hand. The whole amount was then classified into the 

following three fractions of granules of required amounts 

for tabletting: 

10-20 fractions: 

through #10 mesh 

mesh sieve. 

20-30 fractions: 
through #20 mesh 

mesh sieve. 

30-L.0 fractions: 

through #30 mesh 

mesh sieve. 

Percentage of ines 

The granules which passed 

sieve and retained by #20 

The granules which passed 

sieve and retained by #30 

The granules which passed 

sieve and retained by #Li0 

live different composition of fines were combined 

with each fraction of granules as listed below. The 

fines used were #60 mesh and above. One per cent mag- 

nesium stearate was used as lubricant for all 
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conipositions. he inagxlesiunl stearate was included in 
the percox1tae of Lines. 

1% rifles: i part of inanesiLu11 stearate. 

10% Linos: i part of ¡nagnesium stearate. 
9 parts of sodiwn bicarbonate for 
Base A, or lactose for Base . 

20 Lines: i part of magnesium stearate. 

19 parts of sodium bicarbonate for 
Base A, and lactose for Baso B. 

30% Lines: i part of manesiun stearate. 
29 parts of sodium bicarbonate for 

Base A, or lactose for Base B. 

L0% fines: i part of maneaiwu stearate. 

.39 parts of sodium bicarbonate for 
Base A, or lactose for Base 13. 

The final composition of each tablet Loriulation 

consisted of: 

Jagnesium stearate, fine powder . . . . . . i part 
Sodium bicarbonate or lactose, fine powder. x parts 
ìractiou of ranules, to make . . . . . . . 100 parts 

The quantity of sodium bicarbonate or lactose as 

fines was varied according to percentage of fines desired. 
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Each tablet formulation was criixed thorouhiy by 

rollinj ori paper and coipressed immediately. ."ive per- 

centages of fines were combined with each of the three 

fractions of granules for two bases, resu1tin in 

( x 3 x 2 : 30) different tablet formulations. Bach 

tablet formulation was compressed with three different 

punch sizes, resulting in (30 x 3 : 90 batchec of 

compressed tablets. 

TablettinR and amp1ing 

Stokes model E single punch tab1e machine was 

used for the study. Three standard concave punch sizes 

selected for study were 3/8 inch, )4/3 inch, and 5/8 

inch. The depth of die cavity was kept constant for 

each punch and baso separately. The machine was ad- 

justed to a fixed pressure which produced a tablet hard- 

floss of 8 Stronb Cobb Uriits*. Speed 01' compression was 

kept constant at sixty tablets per minute. Approxi_ 

niately 100 Gns. of each tablet forin].ation was fed into 

the hopper and compressed into tablets. The compressed 

tablets were collected in the order punched. .1or each 

*A Strouì Cobb Jnit is an arbitrary unit obtained from 
the reading on a Stron Cobb tablet hardness tester and 
18 approximately equal to a pressure of 1.6 kg exerted 
against the tablet (15, p. 85). 
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batch of tablets, the first five tablets were discarded 

arid the next fifty tablets wero examined and weighed. 

The average weights and sbatistical interpretations were 

drawn from these samples of fifty tablets for the ninety 

batches. 

During the compression it was found that sodium 

bicarbonate tablets containing L.0% fines orten capped, 

while no capping was found in !i0% fines composition of 

lactose. It was noted that excessive Lines of lactose 

had a tendency to stick to paper, hopper arid punch. It 

was also noted that L10 Lines composition of sodi bi- 

carbonato flowed well through hopper to die and com- 

pression was easily done, but in lactose it was found 

that L0% Lines composition sometimes flowed with diffi- 

culty from hopper to die and often a small amount of 

powder caine out of the die on ejection ithout corn- 

pression into tablet form. 

Repose Anjlc 

The repose angle of each tablet formulation was 

measured by a modified method similar to that described 

by Train (22, p. 928). The apparatus (iigure I) con- 

sisted of a smooth glass funnel having an inside dia- 

meter of l.2 cm. on upperside and a tip of 1.1 cm. in- 
side diameter. A circular glass dish of 9 cm. diameter 
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with edes 1.5 cm. high was placed beneath the funnel a 

distance of 3 oni. fron the tip. The tip of the £unne1 

was closed by one hand and the funnel was filled with a 

swnple of the tablet foriiulation. Then the hand was 

taken off aud the formulation wa allowed to drop in the 

dish. \then the conical pile in tue d1si reached the tip 

oi the nriel, the 1u2e1 wz raised slowly bj a niechani- 

cal screw uiiti1 the height of the pile was the iaxiuu 
possible. The height of the pile was measured by 

pointing a metal tip on t1e top of the pilo and then re- 
moving the pile und measuring the distance from the edge 

of the dish to the metal tip point. The process was re- 

peated three times for each composition. The average of 

three readin(;s was used to calculate the repose angle, 

according to the f ollowing formula: 

: tan where H is height of pile and 

R is diameter of circular dish. 
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Figure II. Method of Measuring Repose Angle. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Average eight of Tablets 

Table i shows the average weight of each sample of 

fifty tablets for the ninety batches. Graphs of average 

weight against the perceiitage of fines for each fraction, 

piuich size and base are shown in i.'igures IIi to VIII. 

The graphs show that in sodiwiì bicarbonate base, the 

average 'veits of tablets increased as the percentage of 

fines increased, reardless of granLile size or punch size. 

o maxirauti was obtinod in sodiuii bicarbonate graphs and 

the average weight was increasing even at ¿O fines con- 

position. 

In lactose base it was concluded that the average 

weights of tablets increased as percentage of fines in- 

creased, reached a niaxirnujn at 30% Lines composition and 
then leveled off or declined at !.Oh fines composition. 

This effect was found in all fraction of granules and 

all punch sizes, except in 10-20 fraction of L/8 inch 

pnoh size. 

These different results in lactose baso and sodium 
bicarbonate base indicated that fines played an important 

role for increase or decrease in average weight of the 
tablets. 



Table i 
Average eight in Milligrarne 

Sodium Bicarbonato Base Lactose Base 
10-20 20-30 30-Ljfl 10-20 20-30 30-Lj0 

Size x?ines fraction ?raction ..?raction ?raction fraction h?raction 

1% Lj.8).9 S30.9 1521.6 370.2 48.0 L42.L1. 

10% S]J...2 ss1.1 1.2 393.0 L43.8 Lj62.l 

3/8 In. 20% 69.8 6O3.),. 571.9 ¿j33.3 dO.9 !92.7 

30% 626.7 661. 6.0 !.66.3 !99.6 L197. 

6b8.6 122.8 713.0 !6O.1 L99.3 L62.3 

1% 901.3 995.6 1002.2 680.6 795.0 316.0 

10% 9L4.9 1OSÏ.7 10L.6.6 744..S cL9.( 866.1 

L/8 In. 20% 10L.i4. 1178.0 1162.9 813.2 921.3 911.5 

30% 110.14. l2il.Li. 82.4 913.L. 9l(.5 

L40% 1313.2 13b9.O 13o3., 6(2.Lj. 926., b95.6 

1% 106.2 11.Uo.8 ioo.8 97L..2 111L.6 11L3.0 

10% 1532.9 1624.L. 19.6 1012.7 1212.6 1190.8 

/U In. 20% 166L.L. 1729.2 173.d 1078.9 12L2.5 1203.3 

30% 1796.5 1898.6 186L.1 1030.7 129.7 121Z.b 

L0% 1977.3 2025.!i. 20L3.6 1035.t. 11(9.L 1116.5 

.?or each batch the fifty tablet2 wore veiGhed in order punched. 
The average 

weight of those fifty tablets was ca1c1ated. 

R) 
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Figure III. 5/8 Inch Punch, Lactose Base. 
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Figure IV. 4/8 Inch Punch, Lactose Base. 
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Figure V. 3/8 Inch Punch, Lactose Base. 
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Figure VI. 5/8 Inch Punch, Sodium Bicarbonate Base. 
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Figure VII. 4/8 Inch Punch, Sodium Bicarbonate Base. 
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Figure VIII. 3/8 Inch Punch, Sodium Bicarbonate Base. 
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'o1wnetrie feediu of the die (and therefore tab- 

let weiL;ht) ca.a be affected ífl two ways (1) by iii- 

cresin or decreairt. the rate OL flow of the material 

from the hopper to die and (2) by increasin or de- 

creasin; the void fraction. 

The rate of flow of the lactose base from the hopper 

to die was hindered by the sticking of fines to the 

hopper. This stickiness may have been due to electro- 

static charges, which increased as the percentage of 

fines increased, resultirurj, in a levelinj off of average 

weight at 3O. odiuni bicarbonate was relatively un- 

affected by this property. niother factor which may have 

influenced the flow rate of lactocomparo to sodium bi- 

carbonate was lower density, reculting in smaller flow 

rate when subjected to ravitational forces. 

Increase or decrease in void fraction largely de- 

pends on the srCace characteristics of the granules and 

granule size. If the granule size and surface cliarac- 

toristics of granules for the two bases were similar, then 

only different percentages of fines used with branules 

would biVO a comparative Increase or decrease the void 

fraction. 

Thus, increase in average weight up to 3O fines in 

lactose and LO fines in sodium bicarbonate was largely 
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due to decreased void fraction and increased flow or 

material. 

The decrease in average weight of )j.O% fines compo- 

sitions of lactose base was duo to the decreased flow of 

material. This might be due to electrostatic charges and 

low density of firxe of lactose. 

The sodium bicarbonato base containin LO% Lines 

gave no difficulty in compression or flow through the 

hopper into the shoe. Even 60% fines compositions were 

compressed successfully. However, it was found that 30% 

Lines composition and above gave capped tablets occasion- 

ally. 

No capping was observed in lactose tablets, even at 

)4. 0% fines composition, but sometimes it was dIfficult to 

compress the tablets of L0% Lines compositions. This 

difficulty was due to the electistatic property of lac- 

tose fines, rest&ltin in adherence to papers, walls of 

hopper and Laces of punches. 

Thus, it could be said for sodium bicarbonate base 

that decrease in void fraction and increase in flow of 

material acted synergistically for increase in avera'e 

weiit of the compressed tablets. In lactose base, de- 

crease in void fraction was more important up to 30% 

fines composition and then for L4.0% Linos composition 



decrease in flow of iiatexial was iore repsib10 for 

de3rease in averace weight of the cornpres8ed tablet8. 

Visual analysis of digures ILL to VIII ShOWS that 

tii average tablet wsiht increased as th ¿ranile size 

decreased froßl 13-20 mesh to 20-30 iaesh (i.e. fron 

2000-340 IaiOrOflS to 3LOS9O microns) . NO SuCh Epparent 

difo'ence wa ioted between 20-30 and 3O-L..O fractions 

(i.e. froi dO-9O microns to 9O-Lj2O microns). This 

is true or ll percentaes of fines. One reason for 

this differenoo wa the bi differeiioe Lì micron SiZO 

of the ranulos. Another reason was the void fraction 
du.e to granule size as increase in gran.le size in- 

creases void fraction. 

Based on the above observations, it was coiilded 

that increase or decrease in average weiit of corn- 

pressed tablets was larely influenced by the porcen- 

tage of fiies and oharactoristics of fines used with 

granules and granulo size. 

Weight Variations 

Each batch of fifty tablets was weighed in the 

order punched. The fifty weights were considered as 

observations for each saìaple and the sauple variances 

were calculated and tabulated as shown in Table 2. 



Table 2 

Sanmie Variance (82j* j 
Sodiun Bicarbonate Base 

Punch 10-20 20-30 3O-1O 

Size eines ?raction fraction iraction 'action fraction 1raction 

1% 8L6 8.0L1. 3.39 81.89 11.10 2.87 
10% 178.22 82.37 33.L0 160.73 10.86 7.71 

3/8 in, 20% 35.L.7 213.60 I26.0 9.3.Li.0 L2.20 1.06 
30% 2Li.11.2 760.f2 110.96 11.69 28.2L 7.86 
L..0% 62L.00 212.81 20349 351.22 22.27 38.17 

1% 166.12 20.2 16.01 111.32 iL..87 
10% 124].L4. 150.66 860.82 3)4.56 33.23 30.83 

in. 20 3694.60 1162.9L. 955.36 3L6.81 207.95 30.90 
30% 3996.32 1033.99 950.L5 )43.89 .i.93 5b.63 

40% 181429.61 1622.314. 714.35 t2.5]. 1476.8( 

1% 375.81 143.26 30.27 294.99 24.10 9.39 
10% 326.914. 22914.92 1166.08 LB'1.314. 186.23 361.76 

5/3 in. 20% 4251.23 81814..16 763.1j7 557.01 212.65 86.00 
30% 20)46.89 1178.22 2049.81 1212.08 168.90 26.53 
40% 1917.2!, 367.4C 963.03 6979.23 2460.99 3150.69 

*Each amp1e consisted of f il'ty tablets and variance of that sample was calcu- 
lated according to the fo11owin iormu1a: 

2 .2 

n-1 
where y stands for observation, i.e. eiht of tablet in ìil1igrams and n stands 
rox sample size, Which is equal to fifty for all samples. 
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The chi square (z2) test for testin.; the horno- 

Leneit o variances was carried out. Bartletts iiethod 

was used ror this purpose (23, p. ].'4Ì. The statistic 

used in testin the hyjot1iesis that k population vari- 

ances are equal was: 

2.3026 (D-q) wIth k-1 d.4.. 
- A-B 

- - (k-1J 

where D-C was the diiTerence between the pooled d.f. log 

S2 and suii of d.f. 1o: 2, n- was the difererice between 

sum o' 1/d.f. and pooled l/d..., and k was number of 

samples. 

This was a one tail test. If the k sample vriarices 

were equal, D C and tiie chi square value was equal to 

zero. Ij. td1e sample var..aìices were very much di..ierent 

from one another, tue chi square value would be lax'ge and 

the bpotLesis that the population variances were equal 

may be rejected. 
iacii composition within fraction was considered as a 

sample and k samples were the number of conpositions 

(five) in each fraction. Thus, for each fraction, the X2 

test was carried out separately. The hypothesis that the 

variances were equal was tested for ail fractions and for 

all punch sizes. The X2 values obtained are LIven in 

Table 3. The results were significant. Thus, it was 

concluded that different percentages of fines gave 



Table 3 

x2 values (with L derees of £reedoin) for each £raction having 
percentage or Lines as k samples 

X2 Values 
10-20 20-30 3O-L.O Critical 

Base Punch raetion ?raction fraction Region Conclusion 

Lactose 3/5" 38,3O 33.226 88.2LO x2 >13.276 Hypothesis is 
at 1% si;rii- rejected. 

¿/8" 2.3l9O 96.l6L. 22.L7L. ficance level Results are 
viith d.f. siLnificant. 

/3li l7.l0 260.727 1437.332 

odixii bi- 3/b" 11.1..9.3L7 1ti7.71'j 2l.l2 X2 >-13.276 hypothesis is 

carbonate at 1% sidni- rejected. 
14/3" 203.ii.09 l93.6Lb l)42.L72 ricance level Results are 

with 1 d.f. sidnificnt. 
26.714X) 211.333 114.1.22_- 

C.' 



Table ¿. 

values (with 2 derees o' freedom) for each inch hx.vi1 
granu].o_fractions as k samples 

Critical 
Base Punch X2 Values 1Eion Coiclusion 

Lactose 3/8" 93.166 -2 >9.210 at ypothesis is re- 
1% sig.Ldficarioe joe ted. 

LJ8" 79.381g. level with 2 hesults are sig- 
d.f. iificant. 

48.063 

Sodia bi- 3/8" 2.L143 X2 >-9.210 at Jypothesis is 
carbonate i significance accepted. 

3.6LJ4. level with 2 iesu1ts are not 
d.f. signifioam. 

-3 



ciL;nirleautly difroront weiht varitiQns of oonipr.ø.ed 

tablets. Que por cût fi.e2 ftVC te lrnist weight 

varia t . oxi. 

Thea each fraction ws coucidercd as a aple a:d 

the three ranule fractious (lO2O, 2O3O and 30-L,.0) 

were considcred a L sarplc. In this case, aU the co 

positions or fines in oa fraction were ooìstdered as one 

sample of 250 orsrvations. The x2 test was jerforied for 

eao puicì. size separatcl. 2ho resultF are iven in 

Table L,.. 

The results wore found si.fic.nt in laooso base 

and were fou,nd nonsi:nÎf1cant i sodin biarbn3 base. 

It was cono Ltdo d tha t 1'raui.lo z iz e had a 31 

offect on weight var±ation in lacoso base, bt not in 

sodi;x bicarbonato baso. Least wo1; variation occurrcd 

irA 30..)4í) £racioa (e;lcotin variation of ¿.O% fines). 

iron the relt .m Table 2, it was concluded tLat 

] fines conpositiori with all granule sizes ave lose 

weight variation than 10%, 20%, 31J or Lj0 fi ass 

aition i sane fraction. isiilar res:1t& ero obtained 

in ail £ractinzi and a].]. punch sizes aid bot.i bases. 

It was also conoldod that L fines coosi i.on of 

3O..LQ fraction save less WSIL mt variation than 2e-30 

fraction and 1% finos ooiiposition or 20-30 fraction avc 

less weicht variatior than l fae& couposition of l020 

fraction, reaz'1lesc of pnc size. 
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Also 1% finos cornpoition o all fractions in 3/8" 

punch size gave less weight variation titan L/" puncb 

size and l fine composition of all Cractio..is oC L,/d" 

punch size gave less eiht variation than s/S" punch 

size. 

Results also indicated that as the percentae o 

fines increased the weight variation increased, reached 

a maxiTaurn, in sono cases, at 3O Lines composition &id 

in some cases at LO rifles compositions. 

The results in Table 2 also showed that in 3/3" 

punch size, lO fines in 3O-LD fraction avo less 

variation than l fines composition iii 10-20 fraction 
of same punch size, in lactose as well as sodium bi- 
carbonate base. 

In lactose base, the results of weiht variation 

were found significantly dirferent axrn the fractions 

(.i'able Li.) . The 30-L.0 fraction in all punch sizes gave 

less weight variation than 10-20 fraction in all punch 

sizes. The results in Table 2 also showed that all per- 

centages throuh 30 fines composition in 3O-L0 fraction 

gave less variation than 1 fines composition in 10-20 

fraction in lactose base, regardless or punch size. 

o such si,nificant differences could be calculated 

in sodium bicarbonate base, indicatin that it was not 
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the granule size but the use of fines of those two bases 

that had played roles ifl differentiating then. 

Repose Angle 

The repose anrlo was ieasured for all eoa;ositions 

of fines and fractions of ¿raniles. The results ob- 

tamed are shown in Table and *iuro ]J( It was found 

that repose angle decreased as granile size decreased, 

while increase in percentage of fines resulted in in- 

crease in repose angle. 

A comparison of the data for repose angle with the 

data for woiglit variation (Table 1) showed similar 

trends, i.e. repose angle and weight variation generally 

decreased as granule size decreased, and repose angle 

and weight variation generally increased as the percelì- 

tage of fines was increased. Thereore, it was con- 

cluded that granulations with snall repose ailgles 

gene rally had small wei gut variations and granulations 
with large repose angles had largo weight variations. 



Table 

REPOSE 1GLE* 
Sodium Bicarbonate Base Lactose Base 

10-20 20-30 3O-LO 10-20 20-30 - 37J-YJ5 

?ines iraction !raction ìraction 'raction ?raction raction 

1% )O..o7t 390% 4°10' 33°32' o_ 

10% L2°-23' 4°-02 390-% 143°-1g' LO°-LO' jO_t 

20% L2°-28' L2°-0o Lo°-i3' L.6O_!t La4.°-02' t4°-Li' 

30% L..3°-02' ¿O_5 4°-13 t.8°-23' 17°-03' 15°-o 

4O 22? L.3°-29 Lj3°-01' L3°-2' ¿9°13' 3Ot 

*Average of three readings was used to compute repose anglo by the 
following formula: 

1 L where H is height of pile and 
R R is diatneter of circular dish 

'-I 
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Figure IX. 

Repose Angle Study 



C ONCLUS IONS 

ThiB study has shown that particle size, percentage 

of fines, srface characteristics of fuies, and diameter 

of pu.nch had significant effects ori average weight and 

weight variation or compressed tablets of lactose and 

sodixn bicarbonate. 

1. The average we1mht 01' the compressed tablets 

increased as tiie granmle size decreased ron 10-20 to 

20-30 to 30-L0 fractions. 

2. Average weight o compressed tablets of sodiwn 

bicarbonate base was found increasing as the percentage 

of fines increased. No peak for increase of average 

weight was found in sodium bicarbonate tablets. 

3. ?or lactose base, average weight increased with 

increasing percentage of finos, reached 

Lines, then leveled off and declined at 

might be due to electrostatic charge of 

and lower density of powder. 

L1.. In each fraction 1% Lines gave 

variation in comparison to 10%, 20%, 30 

composition in same fraction rebardloss 

a maximum at 30% 

L1Do fines. This 

fines particles 

least weiht 

and L1.O% fines 

of punch size. 



5. Granule size had significant effect on the 

weicht variation for lactose base, but no sinifieant 
results were obtained in sodium bicarbonate base, 

6. ior lactose least weight variation occurred 

with 3O-L.O fractions ii ali p,ncn sizes (except LO% 

fines coaipoitioi in /8 and 5/3 inch punches). 

7. weight variation of compressed tablets for all 

fractions and all percentage composition of fines in- 

creased numerically by increasing the punch size. 

3. m?ines had significant effect on weight varia- 

tiozi in lactose as well as sodium bicarbonate base, re- 

gardloss of punch size or granulo size. 

9. iteOs angle genera1l decreased as granule 

size decreased. 

10. Repose angle generally increased, as percentage 

of fines increased. 

li. Repose angle and weight variation tendod to 

chaxie together, i.e. decrease in repose angle geneially 

prodnoed decretse in eiht variations. 
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